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     What’s the deal       
     with binaries?



• Most stars are in binaries (or 
higher-order multiple systems)

• Binaries are extremely 
useful tools to calibrate & 
test stellar evolution models 
>> propagates to many 
fields in astronomy
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Eclipsing Binaries

When two stars orbit around each other, they form a binary system. In 
an eclipsing binary, one of the stars “eclipses” or passes in front of the 

other and blocks its light as viewed from Earth.
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Take-away

The chance alignment between us and the binary allows us to extract 
fundamental properties of the system, such as the orbital geometry, 

mass, radius, and temperature of the stars

+ validate stellar evolution models
+ distinguish whether a transiting exoplanet is 

rocky like Earth or gaseous like Neptune
+ understand how galaxies evolve with time



• Dataset: Villanova KEB catalogue (2800+ total, 
1800+ detached)

• retrieve data files & construct lightcurves

• analyze total light as a function of time

• make models for each system to solve for its 
orbital & stellar parameters

What will you be doing?
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• Dataset: Villanova KEB catalogue (2800+ total, 
1800+ detached; P = 0.2 - 1000)

• retrieve data files & construct lightcurves

• analyze total light as a function of time

• make models for each system to solve for its 
orbital & stellar parameters

What will you be doing?
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Circumbinary Planet Search

Application: use accurate binary model to mask out 
binary signals and strengthen search for circumbinary 

planet signal







Circumbinary Planet Search

Application: use accurate binary model to mask out binary signals and strengthen 
search for circumbinary planet signal
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Spotting Stars That Wheel and Spin

John Lurie, Kolby Weisenburger, and Prof. Suzanne Hawley
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Brett Morris
University of Washington

SPAMS Search for Planets Around 
post-Main sequence Stars



Kepler Mission:

Planet-finder extraordinaire



Finding Planets: Transit Method
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Lessons from 
Kepler Mission:

Sun-like stars host planets



Morbid questions post-
Kepler Mission:

What happens to all those 
planets when their stars die?





Mercury, Venus (+ Earth?) 
destroyed



Mars and outer planets 
survive?



What if we looked at White Dwarfs?
Smaller Stars = Bigger Transit Signal
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Smaller Stars = Bigger Transit Signal



• Spectroscopy shows rock/metals fall on 
some WDs

• Is the rock/metal from rocky planetary 
debris (i.e. dying zombie planets)?

Koester et al. 2014
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Do White Dwarfs Have Planets?



Apache Point Observatory ARC 3.5 m

SPAMS Search for Planets Around 
post-Main sequence Stars



SPAMS Search for Planets Around 
post-Main sequence Stars

Pre-MAP students Ada Beale, Doug Branton



High-Speed Photometry with Agile



• We will work together in                  to: 

• Scan light curves for transits

• Measure confidence of null detections

• Reevaluate SPAMS search strategy

SPAMSSearch for Planets Around 
post-Main sequence Stars



• Ultimate goals:

• Search for planets

– Candidates? Propose for follow-up

– Nothing? Search some more!

• If you continue on with this project:

• Provided we get telescope time, we will 
reduce and analyze more data

• Hunt for planets!

SPAMS Search for Planets Around 
post-Main sequence Stars



• Questions?

SPAMSSearch for Planets Around 
post-Main sequence Stars
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Light Curve Analysis and 
Photometric Redshifts of 

Supernova Type Ia

Rahul Biswas and Lisa McBride
University of Washington

October 9, 2015



Why are we interested?

(besides the fact that exploding stars are cool)



we use them as 
‘standard candles’

 to measure cosmic expansion







What does Type 1a supernovae data look like?



Type 1a Supernova





But, spectra is slow and not always possible.



Light curves

Instead pick a range of 
wavelengths and average all 
the photons together to get

a light curve

• luminosity over 
time

• light curve 
characteristics are 
related to the 
intrinsic brightness

Light Curves



What we are working on

(and maybe you…?)



Characterization of Light Curves

• develop and test better methods of analyzing light curves for these 
photometric surveys.

• use SNCosmo software package to,

➡ simulate supernova light curves 

➡ run simulated data through different statistical fitting algorithms 
and compare results





✴ Our current research goal is to better 
understand what we can learn from just 
photometric data.

- for this project, particularly to see how effectively we 
can determine redshift without using spectra

- learning and using statistical modeling (check out 
my tutorial in the github repository for this project ) 

- opportunity for continuing this, or similar lines of 
research with LSST, a big collaboration with a large 
UW presence, doing a lot of different astronomy

https://github.com/lisaleemcb/photozSN/blob/master/docs/Fitting_Template.ipynb
https://github.com/rbiswas4/photozSN
https://github.com/lisaleemcb/photozSN/blob/master/docs/Fitting_Template.ipynb


This project will excite you if :

✓ You want to learn more Python

✓ You want to learn about statistical modeling

✓ You are interested in cosmology and dark energy

✓ You are curious about LSST



FIN
(and thanks!)



testing our models for 
the stuff between 

galaxies

Advisors: Phoebe Upton Sanderbeck 
and Matt McQuinn



Composition of the 
Universe



The intergalactic medium

Intergalactic Gas
 + galaxies Galaxies only

Credit: Renyue Cen



Credit: 
Andrew 
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Lyman-alpha forest



Theory and Observation



Thank you! Questions?


